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Editorial
A

h, Spring! It’s that wonderful time of year when the sheep
are let out to graze around the UNIL campus, when
students can enjoy the sunshine instead of hiding away from
the cold, and when the MUSE editorial committee comes out
of hibernation to painstakingly prepare the magazine that is in
your hands this very moment.
Why do we write, draw, and more generally, create? The
answer is different for everyone, but for many, and especially
for the authors featured in MUSE, it’s about sharing our work,
our creativity. Emily Dickinson was on to something when she
wrote:
A word is dead
When it is said,
Some say.
I say it just
Begins to live
That day.
This can be (and has been) analysed in multiple ways,
but we like to relate it to the act of publishing your work. There
is nothing better than creating something – a poem, an opera,
an interview – and putting it out there. We’re proud to say that
many words were “brought to life” with the publishing of this
issue of MUSE, as we’ve received many creative pieces, poems
and short stories alike, all of which demonstrate the flourishing
talent of the students of our beloved English department.
Whether you’re curious to know more aboot our new
sociolinguistics lecturer, Jennifer Thorburn, want to ponder the
meaning of “happiness”, or are just exploring the incredible
range of texts our authors have produced, this issue of MUSE
has a lot to offer.
We sincerely hope you’ll enjoy reading this issue as
much as we’ve enjoyed putting it together. With a little luck,
you’ll even be inspired to write and publish your own work.
All the best,
The MUSE Committee

For more info on the magazine, contact us at
muse.unil@gmail.com
Visit our website for past web and print issues:
unil.ch/musemagazine
And don’t forget to like our Facebook page:
facebook.com/museunil
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Language and Sheep:
An Interview with Jennifer Thorburn

ur newly-appointed Maître d’Enseignement
et de Recherche in Linguistics, Jennifer
Thorburn, arrived last term, and we thought
that it was time to get to know her better! If
you have always wondered what Canadian
linguists are about and if teaching staff are
allowed to play video games, read on, and be
surprised.

an Inuit community in northern Canada and I
looked at how English was developing in this
community. I say ‘developing’ because until the
1950s, English wasn’t used in the community
on a regular basis because everyone in the
community spoke Inuttitut (the regional variety
of Inuktitut). And so I have been looking at the
features of this English to see how heavily
influenced the variety is by supra-local norms
First of all, tell me a bit about your background. and input dialects, as well as Inuttitut.
Where are you from? What have you studied
so far, and where?
This is part of a larger project that I’m
developing, which looks at English in Aboriginal
I’m Canadian, born and raised in the Toronto communities more generally. People can
area. I have an undergraduate degree in recognize that someone is Aboriginal or Native
Language and Linguistics from Queen’s American just from hearing them speak, and
University, Canada,
there are qualities
where I did a year
that seem to be
abroad in a castle
present in almost all
in
southeastern
varieties of Aboriginal
England. From there,
or Native American
I headed out to
Englishes, regardless
Canada’s east coast
of
the
speaker’s
and got an MA and a
heritage
language.
PhD in Linguistics at
Researchers
have
Memorial University
looked at different
of
Newfoundland,
regions
but
I’m
an island known for
interested in trying
its amazing dialect
to create a larger
(among other things).
overview, which is
going to take a very
What
is
your
long time but will be
specialization
and
super fun.
what are your different
research areas?
Why have you chosen
linguistics?
I’m a variationist sociolinguist, which means
that I look at how and why language varies Linguistics was a happy accident for me.
across social groups, space, and time, usually I didn’t know what it was when a friend
using quantitative methods to look for patterns suggested taking a class with him. I went, we
in the variation.
did morphology, and that was it. I knew what
I wanted to study. In many ways, linguistics
I’m working on a few projects right now but is like solving puzzles, especially when
the one that I’m most excited about stems you’re working with a language you’ve never
from my dissertation research, as well as my encountered. I love finding patterns in the data
general interest in working with Aboriginal and, with sociolinguistics, I also get to interact
communities. For my dissertation, I worked with with people from the different communities I’ve
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worked with.
Where have you worked before?
Prior to coming to Lausanne, I spent 18 months
as a Lecturer in Sociolinguistics at Newcastle
University, which was a fantastic experience.
Immediately before that, I finished my PhD
at Memorial, where I was an instructor and
teaching assistant on a variety of courses.
Why did you decide to come to Switzerland?

How about students?
The students are one of the most impressive
aspects of UNIL (and I’m not saying this because
this is for a student publication). Students here
are generally more serious about their studies
and really engage with the classes. They show
a genuine interest in the material and they’re
willing to talk in class and have opinions about
the material, which makes courses a lot of fun.

What would you say are the main differences
Switzerland was an unexpected opportunity! between Switzerland and Canada?
I hadn’t given much thought to moving to
Switzerland because my French and German Switzerland is a bit different than Canada but
aren’t native-like but this job was such an these differences make me appreciate each
amazing opportunity I had to apply.
place that much more. Switzerland’s a much
smaller place but there seems to be a lot of
I think the best way to get to know a place is diversity so I’m still getting to know the country
to live there and I really like what I’ve learned since I haven’t been here too long. There are
about Switzerland so far. Admittedly, I haven’t certain similarities, such as lots of courtesy
explored too much of the country yet but I’ve and kindness toward strangers and friends
only been here since September and I love alike, but there are also some things that I’m
what I’ve seen so far.
getting used to. In fact, I’ve realized just how
Canadian I am since moving to Lausanne!
How does UNIL compare to your previous
institutions?
The biggest difference for me, of course, is
living somewhere where French is the main
I’ve been fortunate to study and work at language. Being Canadian, I did grow up
amazing institutions, and this definitely studying French but living in a language is
includes Lausanne. I’ve always had welcoming, quite different from taking courses, especially
interesting colleagues everywhere I have when it’s been years (I won’t say how many)
been, particularly here at UNIL, and I feel very since doing those studies! I am enjoying the
much at home in the department. The most challenge, though, in part because there are so
noticeable differences have to do with degree many people that I can ask for help, especially
requirements and programme structures and, the student assistants, who have probably
of course, the makeup of the student body. become accustomed to me running across
My other institutions have been in English- the hall to ask for lexical and grammatical
speaking countries and have had primarily questions.
home students, whereas the students I have
met here tend not to be native speakers and One of the most interesting things about being
seem to come from all over Switzerland. These here for me as a linguist is Switzerland’s
differences don’t make one institution better or multilinguality. I’ve lived in English monolingual
worse than the others; like most things, there regions for most of my life and it’s a real treat
are positive and negatives to each experience to walk through the halls of Anthropole hearing
but the good has always well outweighed the so many different languages and seeing how
bad!
easily people switch between them. It gives me
so many ideas for research as well as goals for
And UNIL has campus sheep, which I love!
my own language skills.
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How has your life in Lausanne been since your What is your stance on Justin Bieber? Do you
arrival? Would you say you are integrating recognize him as a Canadian?
well?
A piece of my soul dies every time I find
At work, I feel pretty well integrated, though myself singing along to his music. But yes,
I’m still learning all of the university’s policies. he is Canadian. I wouldn’t call him a national
Outside of work, it’s going a little more slowly, treasure but I can’t deny the fact that we are
partially because I spend most of my time on from the same general area.
campus, but I’m getting to know the city and
figuring out what to do here. Not being fully If you could speak in any language in the world
fluent definitely has its challenges but I’m without having to learn it, which one and why?
working on improving my French.
Thank you, Jennifer! Now, to finish this Cantonese, because I’ve always wanted to
interview, let’s turn to lighter stuff. Here are speak it (a lot of my friends do) but I have
some random questions. Feel free to answer trouble with all the tones.
whichever ones you like and leave the rest out!
Any favourite video games or board games?
If you’re stuck on a deserted island and you
could only take 3 objects and 3 people with Yes please! Right now I’m playing Elder Scrolls
you, who/what would it be and why?
Online and Fallout 4, though the latter is leaving
me a bit underwhelmed. Favourite tabletop
This is too hard!
games right now: Firefly, Pandemic, Dead of
Winter, BANG! The Dice Game.
What would you do in a zombie apocalypse?
MUSE: Thank you very much for this interview,
This largely depends on the type of zombie Jennifer!
(fast-moving ones like in 28 Days Later or the
more classic slow-moving herd) and where I We hope you now have a clearer idea of who
happen to be when the zombie apocalypse Jennifer is – hopefully she’ll see you in one of
starts.
her classes next term!
If you could only listen to 3 CDs for the rest of
your life, which ones and why?
Jagged Little Pill by Alanis Morissette, Clumsy
by Our Lady Peace, anything by Britney
Spears.
If you were stuck in the elevator with one person
from the English Department, who would you
choose and why?
I refuse to choose! Everyone in the department
is lovely.
Who is your favourite Canadian celebrity?
Is it unpatriotic of me not to have a favourite
Canadian celebrity?
5
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Panthera Leo

“I

Creative Writing – Prose
Andrea Grütter

can’t believe you’re doing this to me!” Her my hands. I paused, lifting the kid up by the
tearful eyes stared intently into mine as she hair, staring at him.
spoke with a quivering voice. I knew that she
wouldn’t do anything.
His fingers twitched.

“You know why I’m doing this, Lana.” I closed I smashed his face down on the ground, hearing
my eyes momentarily, before taking a step a satisfying crunch of his skull breaking. I let
towards her, causing her to mimic me, by go of him, standing up as I stared down at
taking a step back. “Now that he’s out of the his body, looking for a sign of life. I breathed
picture... It’s for the best.” Unwilling to listen to heavily, satisfied with the dead child in front of
me, she clenched her teeth, almost feral.
me.
“You can’t do this. You know how much I care “Lana?” I called, walking out of the room, leaving
for them.” Her voice was quiet; she was well the door open behind me. I found her in her
aware of her lack of power in this situation. She bedroom, standing next to the door. She stared
kept
pushing
at me, before
her
children
she lowered her
behind her as I
head, frozen as
advanced. “He’s
she fixed her
only just learned
gaze upon the
how to talk.” As
blood on my
if on cue, her
hands. “I had to
youngest
son,
do it; I’m the man
holding on to
of the house
her dress let
now.” She kept
out a fragile:
silent, her only
“Mommy?”.
sign of life being
her slight shrug.
Letting out a
I gently lifted her
snarl I wasn’t
chin, inevitably
aware my throat
leaving blood on
could produce,
it, forcing her to
I pulled her
look me in the
away from her
eyes.
children, before Image in the public domain. Available on Wikimedia.
grabbing the youngest by the throat. I could “I love you, okay? Now we can start a family.” I
see her, out of the corner of my eye, pull the looked at her intently. We stood there, the only
other two into the hallway. I didn’t need to pay sound to hear being the quiet sobs of the two
attention to them. I would soon be able to use living children discovering their dead brother. I
the girl and the boy would eventually be kicked slowly closed the door behind me with my foot,
out of the house on his 18th birthday.
muffling out the noise. I took her hand and
kissed her softly.
I kicked a chair out of the way, kneeling on
the ground, before slamming the child’s head She smiled at me. We kissed again. I lifted
against the corner of the table, squeezing his her up. We moved to the bed. She let out a
throat tightly. I couldn’t hear the child’s protest, moan, as did I. We fell asleep in each other’s
if there was one. The warm blood started to arms, her ovum kindly welcoming one of my
flow down his head, covering his face and then spermatozoa.
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The University Tales
Antoine Willemin

T

he month of April is definitely underway. Its
showers are going to come at some point,
even though there is no drought to be pierced
and the plants’ veins are already bathed enough.
The wind is blowing, as always, but I do not
know if it is going to inspire anything in the crops,
though they will certainly make use of the sun.
We have plenty of singing birds around, and
as for the Ram, well, we have plenty of sheep
around campus, surely a few must be males.
Yes, spring is here, and it sure makes you want
to tell some tales, does it not?
Do not listen to those who argue that the season
for tale-telling narratives is anything other than
this one! Sure, winter is not that badly suited for
telling stories, with its long and cold evenings
spent in warm interiors. Summer is a good fit too,
full of campfire nights or road trips with friends.
As for autumn, well, there is something to be
said and sitcom episodes to be filmed about
Halloween horror story contests, but, frankly, it
is a bit of a tired trope. In any case, as much
as each season lends itself to tale-telling, taletelling narratives, by force of precedent, must
simply be set in the spring. Take it up with Geoff
and Giovanni, not with me!
Now, a good tale-telling narrative can have only
one narrator, of course, but why would you listen
to the sirens of plainness and austerity? Who are
you, John Gower? You need several, ideally as
many as the tales themselves. That is where it
can get tricky. Of course, you want your tellers
and their tales to encompass a wide range of
human experiences and perspectives, you want
diversity! You need to think beyond the walls
of the Anthropole: we share this university with
students of all horizons who follow a wide array
of courses, but also with professors, teachers,
assistants, instructors, librarians, administrative
and support staff. I can picture it already:
humanities, social sciences, law, economics,
theology and science, united by our common
striving for stories. There also needs to be a
proper setting for your narrative. You will not find
many ways of sending such a diverse group on a
trip together, and even though fifty years ago you
could have reasonably sent some on an actual
pilgrimage, it is a far less likely outcome these
days. No, believe me, it is best here to follow
Boccaccio and to stick your narrating characters

in a secluded space for a period of time. Since
every spring brings with it the inescapable doom
of its exam session, the students among them
will inevitably need to revise, and what better
place and time to do so than in the library during
the Easter break?
Now that we have our narrators and our setting,
we only have to concern ourselves with the
simple matter of the stories to be told. The
obvious choice would be to have each one
tell a story relevant to their field, but that could
quickly get boring, as, with all due respect to our
esteemed readers outside of the humanities, not
every topic lends itself equally well to interesting
and eloquent narratives. No, let us, once again,
look at our predecessors in this matter: they
did not write entirely original tales, but, instead,
reworked pre-existing stories. As Chaucer fed
his pilgrims from Boccaccio, you will feed your
secluded scholars from Chaucer! What befits
the Man of Law shall suit the Law Professor, and
the Monk’s Tale could come out of the mouth
of a History Student knee deep in his revisions.
You might need to make some alterations, but
a Gender Studies scholar could tell a brilliant
version of the Wife of Bath’s Tale, and a HEC
student would surely make a great Summoner.
As for the scientists, whether they are social or
natural, you could try your luck with the Friar
or the Physician, or even the Canon’s Yeoman,
though that one might be a cautionary tale. And
if you’re still missing some, it’s always easy to
add... Oh, maybe an EPFL student that is going
to be gently interrupted and thanked when his
tale starts to run too long and boring.
Of course, if you want to truly showcase your
wit and talent, the best way to do so is to put
yourself in the story, as a character and narrator
of the frame itself. You can even assign to your
persona a tale of your own devising, written to
showcase the ideal of entertainment, style and
intellectual refinement–
(Because of the lack of space and of some
stylistic concerns, we unfortunately can print
no more of this article. Not to worry: you will
find another piece full of mirth and doctrine by
Antoine in the next issue of MUSE Magazine!)
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The Drop

T

he drop slowly slid across the ceiling, only to be
stopped as it reached the wall. Several other drops
had preceded the present one, all following the same
leaky path, all ending the same way. They’d come
crashing down on the ground after what would certainly have been a lovely trip between Mrs Jorgensen’s
ceiling and floor. Being drops of water, they obviously
didn’t care for the quality of their journey or for its destination. The fact remains that this short yet intense
trip across the height of Mrs Jorgensen’s apartment
would have been thrilling for any sentient being.
Most of the enjoyment of the impending fall came
from the exquisite scenery outside. For before having its liquid body crushed against the waxed wooden floor, the drop would pass right next to the apartment’s largest window. Mrs Jorgensen enjoyed sitting
by that window and gazing upon a landscape that
would have caused a romantic to weep. Meanwhile,
the cynic could have told the romantic to get a hold of
themselves since the whole place would undoubtedly
end up being levelled to build apartments to herd the
squealing populace. They would be lovely buildings,
made of plain concrete, definitely ruining the view for
everyone, and thus making them all equal. The cynic
could have told all this to the romantic but chose not
to since it would only exacerbate the romantic’s passionate melancholy. And there’s nothing worse than
some tart droning about the lost beauty of this world
while you’re trying to point out how pointless and revulsive this universe has always been.
Mrs Jorgensen was neither a romantic nor a cynic,
and wanted nothing to do with all these facets of the
appalling mess that is the human condition. Some,
especially her scornful ex-husband, liked to point out
it made her lack humanity, but they’re rather ill-minded
people. It’s perfectly simple not to be involved in the
aforementioned mess. One only has to avoid thinking.
Most if not all of humanity manages it perfectly well on
a daily basis; which is rather odd considering they are
the ones coming up with all these currents and ways
of thinking. Some mysteries are meant to remain forever unsolved.
As for Mrs Jorgensen, she was content to sit in front
of her window and appreciate the fine landscape that
lay before her eyes. Or rather, she would have if not
for the leak in her ceiling, especially since it managed
to return every few months, despite the plumber’s
best efforts, or more likely, because of them. The fact
remained that the leak was regularly intruding in Mrs
Jorgensen’s enjoyment of the scenery that would
have left many a romantic in awe.
The reason behind this was that the landscape was
positively breath-taking. Near the apartment was a
great lake surrounded by foggy mountains and rustling forests. They had been left mostly undisturbed
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by many of the so-called great evils of civilization.
Neither pollution nor intensive tourism plagued the
area, allowing the local fauna and flora to thrive. The
situation wasn’t due to benevolent authorities or ethical corporations, if such absurdity were even possible.
No, the only reason people gave the lake a wide berth
was that the local mob used it to drown their competitors. So you could say the landscape was negatively
breath-taking as well. Regardless, their practices had
kept many interested parties from the lake, and allowed Mrs Jorgensen to enjoy the beautiful sight of a
mass grave for mob victims.
Incidentally, so many were drowned in that lake that
the aforementioned mob started to realise the expression “sleeping with the fishes” may not have been appropriate anymore, since there wasn’t much room left
for said fishes.
But Mrs Jorgensen cared very little for the mob or
their practices. She had adopted a “see no evil” policy and was quite content that way. Indeed, as far as
she was concerned, the world was a place where no
harm could come to anyone and the screams of that
poor teenager being raped to death in a nearby alley
was but a by-product of her inexistent imagination.
The world would indeed be a better place if people
ignored all foul deeds and let murderers, thieves, rapists and other world leaders ply their gruesome trade
in peace.
At present, Mrs Jorgensen was bothered by a kind of
nuisance much more tangible than any criminal organisation. She was bothered by the leak in her ceiling
and by the drop which was about to fall on her dutifully maintained and waxed wooden floor. She was also
bothered because she would have to call that sleazy
plumber again. Money wasn’t an issue. The problem
was that he always spent more time trying to fiddle
with her breasts than with the pipes. Incidentally, he
systematically failed at both tasks.
Most people in her shoes would simply fire the
man and choose someone entirely different. Yet,
Mrs Jorgensen was herself completely unlike these
people. Indeed, she’d rather choose an irksome plumber over an unknown one. And so she kept calling the
lecherous worker every time the leak in her ceiling
plagued her life instead of stepping out of her cherished comfort zone and dealing with some stranger.
That slightly silly habit led her to stand frowning in
front of that window with a wondrous view that Wednesday afternoon. She had been busy baking a cake
for friends who were supposed to come by during the
evening, up until she heard that dripping noise with
which she was all too familiar. She abandoned her
work and stomped to the living room where the leak
kept… well leaking. Leaks don’t do much else than
that, up until they stop that is. But then they aren’t

Creative Writing – Prose
leaks anymore. Their role in this world seems so limited it’s anyone’s guess how they don’t face existential crises on a daily basis. Then again the same
could be said of Mrs Jorgensen, who carried on with
her shamefully tedious life just fine.
Yes, Mrs Jorgensen was boring; there would be no
point in denying this. She was, however, of a peculiar brand of boring. There are people who can bore
any and every one to sleep simply by opening their
mouths. Others manage it through a painfully and
needlessly intricate as well as extensively long and
wholly monotonous form of writing. Then there are
individuals who are to excitement what black holes
are to light. Everywhere they go, they absorb fun and
entertainment like nasty leeches. Yet unlike leeches,
they do not seem to crave what they take from their
victims. All these subsets of dreary people and many
more can be found at your local university, taking
the guises of either students or teachers, slowly putting their colleagues to sleep or skilfully driving them
towards inescapable madness.
Mrs Jorgensen, however, was not the kind of dreary
that made others suffer. She couldn’t possibly dare to
do so. She was rather like that dusty volume on the
social behaviour of sea cucumbers forgotten on top of
a bookshelf. Quite boring, yes, but as long as she remained up there gathering dust and leaving others be,
no one would mind. Besides, she was quite content
to sit and revel in absolute dullness. She was living
proof that some enjoy being bored out of their wits.
It should then be no surprise to anyone that beyond
finding the leak in her ceiling slightly irritating, Mrs
Jorgensen also found it inexplicably fascinating.
There was something in that drop hanging from the
ceiling that drove her ever closer. Like a sailor beckoned by the sea, or a politician treading down the
inevitable path to corruption, she couldn’t escape it.
Her trance only broke for the split-second it took the
drop to be torn from the ceiling by gravity. It then
seemed to Mrs Jorgensen as if that tiny, insignificant
drop mattered more than anything in the world. Who
could guess the reason for her sudden fixation? That
drop looked by no means perfect, its shape constantly changing and distorting as it passed through the
air. No sunray was there to light it like a beaming
gemstone since the sun was hiding behind stormy
clouds. Quite frankly, that drop was duller than a
plain rock, if a little lighter. This could explain why Mrs
Jorgensen found it so fascinating.
Or perhaps she was simply too shocked by the falling
drop to react. It may be that the mere idea of the drop
coarsely crashing on her tenderly waxed floor was
too much for her to handle. She rather liked her floor,
more so than she had ever liked her own family. That
family of hers was always too exciting to her taste
anyway, always discussing things like dead people’s
life insurances or whether her aunt’s syphilitic bout
was good for her complexion.
While Mrs Jorgensen was standing idle like some vic-
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tim of Medusa’s charms, the drop pursued its eventually fatal journey towards the gleamingly waxed
ground. If its lack of consciousness prevented it from
enjoying the view offered by the window, it also spared
it from several frights. The first one stood directly opposite from the window and looked vaguely human.
No poet ever sung of the beauty of Mrs Jorgensen,
except perhaps to say she was so repulsive even spiders and deep-sea creatures fled at her sight. That
poet had obviously never met her ex-husband.
The other horror the drop would have had to face
were it conscious, was not a being so terrifyingly ugly
it looked like it crawled right out of the Devil’s worst
nightmares, but rather the final destination of its journey. Namely, the floor. Not many living beings enjoy
the idea of meeting with the ground at full speed,
maybe because it is reputedly unhealthy. People
seem very conscious about their personal health
these days, which is slightly surprising considering
they’ll all end up stiffer than the coffins used at their
funerals. A funeral would precisely be what the drop
would have in mind had it been aware; a collective
funeral to be more accurate, since the drop’s brethren were already littering Mrs Jorgensen’s floor. Their
twisted carcasses stuck in grotesque positions as a
testimony of the fate that awaited the drop. To Mrs
Jorgensen, it was just a plain puddle of water that she
would need to mop up, again.
Luckily for it, the drop had never been alive and thus
would not miss it once it had hit the ground. No philosophical debate on the existence of an afterlife for
drops of water, which is a blessing, really. There are
enough philosophers plaguing this world as it is, although they should be commended. No one else can
manage being a complete wanker and still be looked
up to. For only they can hope to turn an unhinged
tramp living in a barrel with his dogs into a thinker
whose influence has reached us throughout the ages.
Then again, many bloodthirsty barbarians are still
being praised as role models, so perhaps it isn’t so
much the philosophers’ fault than that of all the idiots
who came after them.
As for Mrs Jorgensen, she had more important things
on her obfuscated mind than professional thumb
twiddlers and their antics. The drop had hit the ground,
adding to the puddle, upsetting her further. She had
taken a liking to that drop. And here it was that a
new one had taken its place on the ceiling, like some
cocky upstart. This would not do. Mrs Jorgensen
would not allow it. She would not allow that beautifully bland drop that had just gone to be replaced. She
took a mop and started hitting the ceiling, hoping to
drive those nasty drops away, not paying any attention to the fire roaring in her kitchen. What did it matter if she left her cakes in the oven for too long? She
could always make new ones, whereas that drop had
come and gone, never to return to lighten poor Mrs
Jorgensen’s life again.
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Blissful Silence

O

nce upon a time, in the days of ancient Rome,
there was a butcher shop. Next to this shop was
a house. In front of that house was a square, which
incidentally was round. Seven hundred and twenty
meters from there stood the Curia, where the imperial
senate was in session.
“My tummy aches…”
“Youth these days, tsk. No restraint. A bit of moderation
never hurt anyone.”
“But it looked so tasty… Uh…”
“And of course you had to stuff yourself with it as if
your very life depended on it.”
“I’ll die if I don’t eat!”
“And each time you feast, half the City starves! Young
people are all the same. You couldn’t find wisdom
unless it lay within an amphora of wine or a roasted
swan. It’s the last time I ever attend one of Adeps’
banquets, let me tell you.”
“His name is Veranus. Bah, you wouldn’t know fun if it
brought you to an orgy.”
“Ugh, preposterous.”
The two men kept bickering about their non-existent
virtues. The older one accused his younger colleague
of being nothing less than a nouveau riche, a
particularly boorish one at that. Meanwhile, the “boor”
felt that his elder was a hypocritical wind-bag with an
inflated ego. Their constant disputes tended to strain
their fellow senators’ patience. It especially annoyed
one of them. Not because it disrupted his ability to
focus on the on-going debates, but because it made
it impossible for him to fall asleep.
Publius Braggus Munius felt that sleeping during
sessions was the best thing to do for a senator. After
all, he argued, they never did make good decisions
when awake. So what if they wouldn’t achieve
anything when asleep? It’s not as if they were that
much more efficient awake. Besides, he couldn’t
sleep well at home whereas sitting on his bench was
a fool proof way to doze off rapidly. A lesson he had
learnt at school. The only one he’d remembered in
fact; a tradition that has been carried on by students
to this day. What could school possibly teach you
anyway? Calculus? A computer can do that for you.
They had slaves. These are immensely better than
computers since you can talk to your slave without
looking batty.
“Keep it down, you two!” Braggus groaned at the
bickering senators. “I’m trying to sleep!”
“So are we!” a few of his colleagues added. Braggus
liked to style himself as a trend setter. He wasn’t the
first to sleep on the job and every senator knew that.
They too went to school.
“Senator Braggus, I implore you to lower your voice
unless you’ve a proposal for this assembly,” the
emperor’s spokesperson demanded.
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“Could we get some pillows?” Braggus said.
“Now that’s a good idea if ever I’ve heard one!” a
senator cheered.
“I will ask you not to deride the sanctity of this institution.”
Indeed, this was the emperor’s prerogative. No one
dared voice that thought, though it crossed many
minds. The building still reeked of horse manure after
all these years.
“My apologies,” Braggus said, “Please carry on.”
“As I was saying,” The spokesperson went on, “We
need to pick a colour for the drapes we’ll use for his
majesty’s surprise birthday party. Senator Soporus
has proposed purple, a prudent choice, if a bit cliché,
pardon my Greek. As for senator Vainus, he offered
to-” It was then that Braggus stopped listening and
tried going back to sleep after a few discontented
grunts. This eventually turned out to be a mistake
since the emperor was very displeased with the
colour used at his party. Brown isn’t exactly lively as
far as colours go. But Braggus didn’t care.
He felt his consciousness quietly drift away, and
was dreaming before long. Sadly, his dreams were
not of the pleasant kind. He was dreaming about his
wife. His friends had warned him she was the stuff of
nightmares. In truth, she was a charming woman who
happened to loathe her husband and his idiot friends.
Things might have turned out differently if he hadn’t
cheated on her with the woman she was infatuated
with. Thus she made his life a living hell, which is
why Braggus had taken a habit of living and sleeping
in the senate. And so the only times the senator had
to bear his wife’s glowering gaze was when his eyes
were closed.
Braggus was suddenly brought back to reality by his
colleagues who were busy chanting.
“War! War! War! War!”
“Again?” a slumped Braggus asked his neighbour in a
half-slumbered voice.
“Hmm? Again with what?” the other senator asked.
“Something about a war?”
“Oh, I didn’t listen. I’m far too busy filing that complaint
against Trucullus Frasius. Did you know he wanted
me to pay him to visit his brothel? Pay him! The man
should be honoured that I chose to patronise his
establishment.”
“Plebeians are all the same,” Braggus agreed. “Will
they ever stop?” he then muttered to himself, as the
senators’ chanting was only soaring.
“I sincerely hope not!” his other neighbour replied.
“These barbarians need to learn their place!”
“Can’t we teach them quietly? I’m trying to have a nap
here, you know.”
“Your attitude is unbecoming. Think of the example
you set to those eastern barbarians! We will drag
them to modern civilisation through blood and tears if

Creative writing – Prose
need be, but with people like you, it will all be in vain.
Because instead of civilisation all they’ll see will be
decadence thanks to you!”
“Shh, not so loud,” Braggus replied. “Civilisation is
overrated anyway. Did we even ask them if they
wanted de- err… civilisation in the first place?”
“They know not how to ask for this gift. So we must be
selfless and go to war for our progeny’s sake. War!
War! War!” The senator started chanting with the
others.
“Well I definitely won’t be able to sleep now.” Braggus
grumbled. He got up and dragged his feet out of the
building under the thundering sound of the senators
calling to once again spread the misery of war within
and beyond the empire’s borders. Outside, Braggus
found that the sentiment was shared by the rest of
the populace. He simply shrugged and walked away
from the crowd. He was soon greeted by his slave
and secretary, Noxios.
“How are you today, master?”
“Tired,” Braggus replied. “It’s always the same. They
can’t stop blabbering about nonsense, and so loudly.”
“How terrible. I hope you didn’t exert yourself too
much.” Noxios said.
“It’s so draining, you know? We work day after day to
ensure the empire’s integrity. We get no rest!”
“I can’t possibly begin to imagine such a situation,”
The slave replied. “To be a senator must truly be
exhausting.”
“You’ve no idea. And the emperor doesn’t care for
our well-being, my dear Noxios. He treats us like
expendable property!”
“Monstrous. There are a few things I needed to check
with you if that’s alright.”
“And the accommodations? Not fit for a hound,”
Braggus complained.
“Truly shameful. The kitchen slaves have fallen ill due
to sleeping in the stables.”
“Yes, yes. Just fetch a doctor.” The senator distantly
waved his hand. “Would you just look at that…”
He pointed towards a slouched vagrant sleeping in
the middle of the streets, blocking the carts’ paths
and upsetting the gentry with his reeking stench.
Guardsmen were trying to wake him up but it seemed
that neither their vicious kicks nor the loud commotion
his presence caused were enough to make him snap
out of his drunken stupor.
“Disgusting, I agree,” Noxios said.
“What? No!” Braggus replied, visibly upset. “That man
is a genius. Wild charioteers couldn’t wake him up if
they tried.”
“Would you like me to procure you some wine? his
slave offered.
“No. What I need is silence. Pure and absolute silence.”
“Say no more, I know where to find just what you
need.”
Noxios dragged his master through Rome’s busy
markets. Anything could be found there, from exotic
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cloth to high-class jewellery. New slaves were
brought in everyday along with food from all corners
of the empire. Cutpurses were obviously numerous.
So much so that crossing the thieves-filled markets
had become a sport for noblemen. Whoever came
out with the most intact purse won, and then had to
buy a round to the losers who couldn’t afford a drink.
Luckily, Braggus didn’t have to worry about thieves.
Instead of playing silly games, he had brokered
an agreement with the thieves. In exchange for
information about the wealthy of the city, they’d
agreed to leave the senator alone.
Noxios brought his master to a stall near the main
road. After a few minutes spent bartering and
patronising the merchant for not having been born in
the lap of luxury, Braggus bought some beeswax at
his slave’s advice.
“Just put it in your ears, it should kill the noise,” Noxios
explained.
“Brilliant. How did you come up with that idea?”
Braggus asked.
Noxios naturally took credit for it. What did it matter
if someone else thought of it first? His master didn’t
know that nor should he. Better to be rewarded
for someone else’s idea than get nothing for being
honest. Besides, plagiarism wasn’t an issue back
then. So it was that Noxios took credit for inventing
ear plugs long after its actual discovery. And he felt
that it was good. The feeling ended up being shortlived.
While the slave was busy congratulating himself,
Braggus had inserted the wax in his ears. It was
heaven. Little did he know he would soon experience
hell. He felt as if he’d gone deaf. The grinding noise
of the on-going carts had faded away, along with their
riders’ swears. No more merchants shouting about
of their wares’ quality, no more yelling children. With
this, senate meetings would be a breeze, even his
snoring wouldn’t be an issue.
Braggus smiled for the first time in years and took a
deep breath. He immediately regretted doing so since
the air was filled with a foul smell, but it didn’t deter
his joy. The senator twirled left and right, letting go.
He closed his eyes and kept dancing about, laughing
and weeping. He couldn’t hear, which was a blessing.
He couldn’t hear, not even the warnings of his slave
and the merchants. He couldn’t see, not even the
cart loaded with marble speeding towards him.
When he opened his eyes, Braggus noticed an
unfamiliar darkness. He then saw a large dog
slouched against a greyish sconce. A man clad in
black robes was petting the dog’s belly. He turned to
Braggus and tapped his ear.
“What? Oh, the plugs,” the senator said and removed
his plugs.
“Should’ve kept your eyes open, mate,” Charon
greeted him.
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Happiness
Sandrine Spycher

S

And where can we get some?
ay, what’s happiness?
Oh if only I knew… They say that this
Happiness is that strange substance with
no color or odor. A lot of people talk about it all obscure matter is to be found in the small things
the time, but few have actually experienced it. It in life. The details that make life worth living.
is a very obscure thing, which is why those who Things such as the smile on a friend’s face when
have it keep it jealously for themselves while you give them an unexpected gift. Or heart-felt
showing it off whenever they can. It is extremely gratitude whenever you utter an honest and
expensive and hard to find nowadays, especially gratuitous compliment. They say this substance
in our society where good and natural things are is created in acts of intangible kindness, and that
dismissed because man-made chemicals are you will never know exactly where it is until you
actually find it.
somehow more profitable.

But how does it feel?
It is said that it lifts up one’s spirits. If you
take it, your mind will be at ease and muscles will
relax as if by magic. Rainy days will look bright,
and cold weather will warm you up. No cloud will
seem thick enough to mask the sun from your
face. No bad news will be strong enough to give
you the blues. Butterflies will be born in your
stomach and make you laugh so that they can
escape your insides. A general warmth will wrap
your heart and bring a sweet pink color to your
cheeks.

Image in the public domain. Available on Pixabay.
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But is it real, or just a legend?
I have heard stories from people who did
find some, but most of them wasted the little they
had and were then never able to find any more.
Yet the hearsay makes it sound like such an
amazing thing that everyone keeps looking for it,
each with their own means and goals. And that
is the real meaning of life, you know: a neverending search for some magical substance
that would make your life beautiful, and all your
troubles vanish.
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Untitled
Dylan Forde

09.03.16 /10:08
Introspective exteriorization blasting energies out amongst the concrete jungle
Uplifting people’s pessimism, forcing them to give a wry smile
Full throttle speeding with consciousness at the pace of time, using joyful exclamations to
overcome the spell of grumpiness
Rise, shine extending the aura’s span, breaking the folk’s thin icy layer of morning sickness, to
reveal a new born day
The winds’ favour pushes the vibrating energies, bringing damaging positive repercussions over
the general spirits
Trembling with fear and a priori they reside within the storm
Afraid to open up, and blow away.
Open up!
Wake up!
OH!
Be merry!

07.03.16 / 8h43
Blue crisp morning
Slow inching cry
Empty blue lies ahead
Nimble waking body
Fresh awakening flashes the glitter
Full consciousness breaking the spell of routining frigidity
Walking the waving pavement leaping into the day as a thrashing wave
It’s the beginning

02.03.16/ 17h
Reminiscing water drops complete the cycle, sinking deep within earth’s visceral silky metals
Materialising into ardent crystals that freeze temporarily to breed poverty, expanding the richness
of the colour spectrum.
Uniquely single, creating multitude.
Sought by miners of inebriation, questing for the rush of discovery
Plasma! Descendant of the mineralic destructive spark of life, it flows
Raging against the grain of the vein’s lumen.
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This is what I wanted, is this what I wanted
Olena Danylovych

What are you and why are you and how –
How did I call you up, how could my mind
Have rationalised this course of action?
I stare into Nothing
And Nothing stares back at me:
Its clear, smooth exterior; It almost looks wet.
Is it freedom just beneath its surface? – blank,
Enticing, full of possibility.
This emptiness reaches out and grabs hold of my mind.
Yes, this is how I came here in the first place –
An inkling, a tickle of a thought, and I was hooked.
And here I am.
And I stare on, and I think “Yes, this is what I wanted.”
And beyond the glittering promise of transience embodied,
Beneath layers of translucent layers and an infinity of stars,
What I reach is just myself staring back at me and asking
Why I wanted this in the first place.

Image © Neil Williamson. Available on Flickr.
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JFK-T & Man-ga
Miljan Micakovic
JFK-T

B
F
G
W
K
I
Y
N
B

ring me home! The
ean in my cooking pot’s

reezin’ out-there in
ront of the old man’s
rave. I didn’t sign for
oosing in that lifeless pond.
here’s the action? The
hooping blooper over the

ong heads? I should’ve
nown it was but mere

llusion thrown at you!
was trained to kill
et the only corpse around
ells from its crackling grave

Man-ga
A bottle of water lies empty on the floor,
Dropped by her, suddenly, lightly,
When she saw him turn away,
Walk to the edge and jump.
Surrounded by the light, her big eyes
Watery and salty from the sea
– Veiling the white marble
Slightly crackled by blazing snakes –
Reflect the dark straight lines that sharpen her 		
						
face,
The purple filter poured on her pink skin,
Her knees crossed, sustaining her 		
						
weight,
Her tongue glimpsing out in despair.
Yet little she knows what’s on the left-hand page.

othing but stale vapours -apalm fragrance summoned

Image © Miljan Micakovic.

y the flying emperor.
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April is the cruellest
month, breeding
Lilacs out of the dead
land, mixing
Memory and desire,
stirring
Dull roots with spring
rain. (...)

Image: © strarmtakis - Unicom

By the waters of
Leman I sat down
and wept…
Sweet Thames, run
softly till I end my
song,
Sweet Thames, run
softly, for I speak not
loud or long.
But at my back in a
cold blast I hear
The rattle of the
bones, and chuckle
spread from ear to
ear (...)
I sat upon the shore
Fishing, with the arid
plain behind me
Shall I at least set my
lands in order?
T.S. Eliot

